Biostatisticians on the loose ...

Statistical Advice Session

Stats help is on hand ...
Grab yourself that data you’ve been meaning to analyse, and come along to get some advice about getting started with your statistical analysis and progressing that study into a publishable report.

When: Wednesday, 4th June anytime between 9.00am - 12.30pm
Where: ND46/302
Who: UNDA staff and HDR students

Please RSVP to Louisa Smith by 28th May, email: Louisa.smith@nd.edu.au.

If you require more information about the session please contact either Dr Paola Chivers email: Paola.chivers@nd.edu.au, Prof Max Bulsara email: Max.bulsara@nd.edu.au or Prof Beth Hands email: Beth.hands@nd.edu.au

This workshop is supported by the Australian Government’s Collaborative Research Networks program